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Instructions to the Students 
1. Each question carries 12 marks. 

2. Attempt any five questions of the following. 
3. Illustrate your answers with neat sketches, diagram etc,, wherever necessary. 
4. If some part or parameter is noticed to be missing, you may appropriately 

assume it and should mention it clearly 

(Marks) 

Q.1.. Attempt any two of the following 	"c+ ,„,.. 	-5 
(6x2 =12) 

a] . What are different manufacturing systems and their characteristics ?What are the criteria 
for evaluating them? 

b] What is Cellular rnanufacturillg? Wha 
its advantages? 

as the need for developing this concept? What are, 

c] Choose suitable manufacturing system for a machine shop machining eight different types 

of pistons in batch size 1500 to 8000 numbers per month with total requirement of 50,000 
pistons per month. Each piston undergoes 3 different operations namely turning, boring and 
grooving. Give reasons for your choice. Make suitable assumptions if required. 

Q.2. a] What is pre planning? What are aspects considered in this activity? 	 (6) 

b] Explain what is long term and short term capacity planning. Give examples 	(6) 

Q.3. a] What is plant layout? What are factors to be considered in finalizing plant layout? 	(6) 
b] Draw a plant layout for medium scale machine shop engaged in batch production. 

The shop contains general purpose machines like lathes, milling machines, drilling machines 

and grinding machines in multiple numbers eg 6 lathes, 5 milling machines etc. 
Make suitable assumption where ever required. 	 (6) 

Q.4.a] Define what is inventory. What are costs of carrying inventory ? Explain each one in details. (6) 

b] Explain in details what is Materials Requirement Planning [ M R P] Explain its working. (6) 
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Q.5. a] What is assembly line balancing? Explain in details ranked 

assembly line. 

b] Explain in detail concept of economic lot size for a manufacturing batch? Derive expression 

for economic lot size. Make suitable assumptions if required. 	 (6) 

Q.6. a] Define Quality from various perspectives and s 

b] What are ingredients of cost of quality? Ex 

AL)  
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